The production of impregnated papers is done according to the process
chart in Figure 1. The raw paper control and processing is shown in
orange color, the resin and chemicals control and processing is shown in
green color and the film production processes and control systems are
shown in blue color.
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Within this paper the question, whether it is possible to improve the accuracy of the existing measurement system by predicting the output parameter using a multiple regression model or not, is answered.
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Table 1. Model Parameters and Model Summary of the two Models
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12,19
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5,257

0,25
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b1
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pared. These findings are a basis for this paper.
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R
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Table 1: Model Parameters and Model Summary of the two Models
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The production of impregnated papers is done according
to the process chart in Figure 11. The raw paper control and
processing is shown in orange color, the resin and chemicals control and processing is shown in green color and the
film production processes and control systems are shown in
blue color.
Within this project the question, whether it is possible to
improve the accuracy of the existing measurement system
by predicting the output parameter using a multiple regression model or not, is answered.
2 METHODS AND RESULTS
The modeling was done in two steps. In the first step data
were collected over a time period of six weeks during the
current production process. In this process automated
measureable data were collected in the facility and additional data from possible predictors, which have been analyzed in a laboratory, were also collected.
3 RESULTS
On the basis of the collected data, predictors that were statistically significant were identified using multiple linear regression analysis.
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